
The Coming Wave of Telecom Mergers 
 
 
You've heard of the industry giants hooking up: Sprint and Nextel, Cingular and AT&T, Verizon 
and MCI -- but those are likely the last mergers of giants we'll see. Any further attempts will 
almost certainly meet with insurmountable anti-trust obstacles.  
 
But there are a handful of smaller players in the field that offer the real promise for their 
shareholders. Here's the scoop on two small telecoms likely to attract suitors at a sweet premium, 
and to give their shareholders windfall gains. These two companies have assets and market-
share that could quickly put them in an acquirer’s crosshairs.  
 
 
Telecom Recommendation # 1 
 
CT Communications, Inc. (CTCI)  
 

 
 
CT Communications, through its operating subsidiaries, provides residential and business 
telecommunications services, including local and long distance telephone, Internet, data 
services and wireless products and services. It operates primarily in North Carolina.  
 
The Company classifies its services into different categories: incumbent local exchange 
carrier services “ILEC”, competitive local exchange carrier “CLEC” services, wireless 
services, Internet and data services and long distance services. CT also invests in 
companies that complement its business, including Palmetto MobileNet and Wireless 
One of North Carolina. 
 
Through its Concord Telephone Company subsidiary CT provides ILEC local telephone 



service and equipment rental and integrated telecommunications services with about 
113,000 access lines and more than 18,000 miles of fiber optic cable. This accounts for 
57% of revenues. CLEC services account for a smaller part of the business; about 12%.  
 
Wireless:  
CT also provides wireless services to 40,000 subscribers in key areas of North Carolina 
and to a lesser extent in Georgia through an ongoing agreement with Cingular Wireless. 
Wireless accounted for 20% of 2004 revenue. 
 
Long Distance Service:  
Of the more than 115,000 access lines within its ILEC, CLEC and other service areas, 
75% of the total lines use the company’s branded long distance service.  
  
Internet:  
CT offers a variety of dial-up and dedicated solutions that provide access to the Internet. 
It also offers the equipment needed to connect to the Internet. The Company's access 
services include DSL and Dial-up Access. It sells its Internet and data services directly to 
business customers in the Charlotte and Greensboro, North Carolina metropolitan areas. 
 
Fundamentally, the company looks sound, with a good price-to-earnings, PE–growth, 
price-to-book and current ratio, solid positive cash-flow, modest debt and net recent 
institutional buying.  
 
Conclusion: CT Communications is a likely buyout target but it should perform well even 
without a suitor. 
 
Buy to $13.10 



 
Telecom Recommendation # 2 
 
Talk America Holdings (TALK) 
  

 
 
Talk America offers local and long-distance service as well as Internet access to 
residential and small-business customers, with its own nationwide long-distance network 
and local network in the Midwest.  
 
Outside of its local network, the company delivers local services through wholesale 
operating agreements with the ILECs across the U.S. Altogether, the company boasts a 
very respectable 671,000 billed-bundled lines of services.  
 
Long-distance services:  
Talk America includes long-distance service automatically in each package (choice of 
statewide or nationwide long-distance), so it has a captive audience. 
  
Internet access: 
It also provides accelerated dial-up Internet access to 22,000 dial-up Internet access 
customers nationwide, by using compression and caching technologies to speed up web 
access where DSL lines aren’t available or subscribers prefer not to pay for DSL speeds.  
 
It offers full speed DSL in Detroit, Michigan -- up to 4.0 megabytes per second download 
speeds and 384 kilobytes per second upload speeds. 
 
Buy to $8.60. 
 



BONUS: Telecom Recommendation # 3 
 
Westell Technologies (WSTL) 
 

 
 
 
We only promised two picks, but here’s another (indirect) play on the industry. 
 
Westell Technologies isn’t a telecom provider, but it is a provider of telecommunications 
network transmission products that enable telecommunications services over copper 
telephone wires. The Company has two segments: equipment sales and teleconference 
services. So, no matter who buys whom, Westell is sure to heat up along with this 
industry segment. Also, there has also been quite a bit of insider buying.  
 
Buy to $6.50. 
 
 


